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We have known Weisbuch for some time now; his bold, personal work where drawing plays a 
primordial role, had not gone unnoticed. Yet this exhibition will be a revelation for many. It must be 
said that Weisbuch imposes itself today with a force, a violence and an originality that it had never 
before reached. 

Here he is now placed alongside those who – a little older than him – honor figurative art, alongside 
Guerrier, Commère, Jansen, Gallard or Brasilien. But, in this team, Weisbuch is placed in a completely 
independent way and if it was necessary to find him at all costs a spiritual relationship it is rather in 
Daumier that it would be necessary to seek it. 

This is in no way said to diminish his merits* but Weisbuch, also from the engraving world, granting 
to the expression of the line, the drawing, a capital importance compared to the color, has like 
Daumier at the highest point the sense of satire. 

The themes he had explored so far – peasants in particular – placed him in a form of populist 
expressionism which had its dangers and above all its limits. By approaching today a world of 
acrobats, grotesques and puppets, Weisbuch finds its climate and the True characters of its universe. 

Because the painter is not a realist in the sense that Courbet or Zola gave to this word. Its true 
spiritual homeland is that of the visionaries, from Bosch to Eusor, from J. Callot and from Goya to 
Daumier. Like them, he has a taste for the fantastic, the excessive, drawn from the most everyday 
spectacle; but to this he still adds a satirical humor that his previous paintings did not reveal and 
which bursts out here in a striking way. 

Without claiming to impose himself by any manifesto, without wanting to play the role of judge of 
human comedy, Weisbuch nevertheless mischievously transposes the games of men into the 
eccentric world of clowns and grotesques. His strange characters here lead a frantic saraband, 
engaging in an extraordinary pantomime where the laughter is scathing and where the comedy could 
well turn into drama. 

Technically, Weisbuch gives precedence to drawing over color, but his canvases are not drawn in the 
usual sense of the word. The line does not define the shape, it suggests volume and also movement 
through gradations of shadows and light. Because everything moves, everything dances in the 
painter's work and his layouts often show great originality in the way of portraying a character, in the 
way of situating these disarticulated and counterfeit puppets in space. 

Basically Weisbuch is a baroque painter and it is curious to note that a whole current of the new 
generation refers precisely to this neo-baroque which takes the most diverse paths according to the 
temperament of each, but which nevertheless boils down to a common inspiration of movement and 
life I don't know what will become of Weisbuch in our very difficult world, where art is so often 
stifled by commercial and advertising imperatives. 

He already has a chance, that of living in the province! I wish his puppet not to get too involved in the 
current mores of the artistic world. In any case, here is a start that can give hope for a lot! 

Jean-AIbert CARTIER (Galerie Hervé.) 


